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Transforming Your Ideas To Life

NARSUN Studios is a software development company with a 
major focus on game design, production, and development. 
We have been working our socks off since 2016 specialising 
in Unity, Unreal Engine, Virtual Reality and Augmented 
Reality.  
 
We firmly believe in the fact that every project we take on 
becomes a part of our brand’s image and, commit to finish 
each project with perfection. We wish to become not only 
the biggest game development studio in Pakistan but also a 
major player in our region. We take immense pride in the fact 
that despite being a young Pakistani company we have had 
the opportunity to not only work with big names such as 
NBA, NFL, BBL, Coca Cola but also managed to impress 
them by our skill and talent.   
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Doge Dash

Development Time: 8 Weeks

https://dogedash.com/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=rmbfS2QuirQ
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Doge Dash is a single player 2D game. It has Blockchain 
wallet integration using pancakeswap on Binance (bnb). 
The goal is simple: dash as quickly as you can across 15 
levels while collecting coins. Players who complete all 
levels are rewarded with the coins they have gathered; 
which are sent directly to their wallets.

Development Cost: $80,000



Battle Fort Knox

It is a warzone arena based shooter game developed in 
2D/3D. BSC Smartchain and Ethereum Smartchain are 
integrated in it. Fortis are military ranked NFTs which can 
be bought, upgraded or promoted during the game. It 
also has its own NFT marketplace. 
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https://youtu.be/siO2ZjXX32Y

https://bfkwarzone.com/

Development Time: 15 Weeks

Development Cost: $150,000



Bored Ape Street Fighter

Street fighter style bored ape themed game. It checks your 
wallet for NFTs and replaces your character accordingly. 
NFTs are built using Etherscan. The web app has an 
interface with a Web3 wallet like Metamask.

https://boredapeyachtclub.com/#/
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Development Time: 4 Weeks

Development Cost: $100,000
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It is a Multiplayer First Person Shooter game, based on a 
team death match. It has MetaMask and NFTs incorporated 
in it, having its own customized tokens. These (NFTs) tokens 
are gathered by the user upon killing the opponent.

SCAPE

SCAPE

Development Time: 4 Weeks

Development Cost: $80,000
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ETH Fighter is an immersive 3D fighting game  linked to the 
Ethereum blockchain. Players can choose from a diverse 
range of fighters, dynamic stages and play in single-player 
or multiplayer modes.

EthFigther

https://ethfighter.com/#

https://youtu.be/MVtkK3NGM18

Development Time: 10 Weeks

Development Cost: $150,000


